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Ahltract 
In some applications, tens of megawatts of rf power 

or higher power is needed to drive the cavity linac. Such 
high power level necessitates that the linac be fed by a 
multipart system because of the limitation of the indivi
dual rf source device and of the power handling capabili
ties of the feed structure. The multipart feed system drIv
ing a high Q reactive load has made the turn on/tune up 
an exceedingly diffi cult task. All ports are strongly cou
pled. The conventional concept of matching of a single 
port fed load is no longer applicable. The admittance 
matrix and the equivalent circuit developed for a 
waveguide/iris system permit addressing various issues 
quantitatively. The parameters of the equivalent circuit 
are obtained from the physical dimensions of the linac and 
the feed structure. Thus. they can also be used for 
designing the feed circuit as well as the control system. 
For a coax/loop system, the input impedance matrix will 
also be discussed. Although the work addresses in detail 
only the Alvarez type geometry, basic concepts are appli
,-:c,ble to other types of resonant accelerators. 

t Iltroduction 
VariOUS issues in the rf drive of D T linacs have been 

studied over the past 30 years.! Through a history of 
theoretical, experimental and empirical investigations a 
great deal of the understanding of the issues has been 
achieved, and important devices constructed. However, 
for devices with significantly high power requirements, 
because of high beam current and/or energy gradient, 
multiple drive ports are needed in the design. There is an 
upper limit to the output power of an individual rf source 
device, and also to the power handling capability of the 
feed circuit. The ports are all strongly coupled. Their 
interactions can cause great difficulties for fast turning
on/tuning-up operations. Many of the issues can be 
understood, and to some extent dealt with, using an 
equivalent circuit. Based on earlier work of Potter, Wal
ling2 4 recently showed the form of the equivalent circuit 
of a multiple loop driven linac, and the procedure of 
measuring the coupling factors ((3's). She also gave a pro
cedure for tuning the system. 

In the present paper we investigate a waveguide-slot 
driven system. The input admittance matrix and the com
plete equivalent circuit are obtained analytically. Thus the 
,'csults can provide information to a first cut design of the 
: drive system and deal witll various issues on a quanti!,:l-

"(. l",-·~,;,-, pl'inr lc\ t1lr> ('nn~trll('tif)n. t\ T1'l1,,(TV tn thp rl 11 ' 

'ax-lonp drive sy~tem is made. 

'The Input Achnittance Matrix 
The input admittance matrix to a high-Q resonant 

cavity is well known.5 Figure 1 shows schematically a linac 
cavity with several feeding waveguide, a, b .... c, coupled to 
tile cavity through slots sasb'''sc' The admittance matrix 
~een at the irises is given by its (a,b)th element: 

S 
Yab = L: ------- CaiCbi 

W-
S2+_IS+W2 

Qi I 

(1) 

,vhere s is the Laplace transform variable; Wi' Q i are 
'espectively the resonant frequency and quality factor of 
tile i th resonant mnde when all the slots are closed. 
Illcluding beam loading and dctuning efTects if present. 
Cai's arc coupling factors inversely proportional to the 
,quare root nf tile (Jls , and given by 

C a,= J J !laxfa' ti, ds (230) 
sa 

',bel'(' 110 is tile 111111 llUl'lIlal vector inward to tile cavity; C 
; tile modal vector fUl1c(,ion of the slot and normalized ii-

JJ~'~ds=l (21) ) 

sa 

and !:L is the magnetic field distribution of the i th mode 
and normalized as 

(2C) 
cavity 

Thus C a has the physical dimension of henries to the -1/2 
power as expected. 

In arriving at (1), one assumes that the actual electric 
field distribution in the slot is given by V,&" with Va an 
arbitrary amplitude factor. If the slot is a small aperture. 
this is an accurate assumption. For a rectangular slot (Fig. 
1.) 

VJ; 7rX' e = y' -- sin --. 
"'" a'b' a' 

(3) 

Neither taken into consideration in Eq. (1) are the 
(~ffects of the fringe fields on both sides of the slots. The 
'couplings between the ports are assumed to be through 
the resonant modal fields tii only. Tile fringe fields 
represent extra susceptences connected to the input ports. 
Thus together with the rest of the feed circuits they wi! 
ddllW' (,he> ~avitv, TTnwpvpr. nf t'l1nrlamentcti importan(' 
i~ tllat they provide an essential element for matching tl" 
[,levity to the feed system. 

Equivalent Circuit Development 
Equation (1) represents the input admittance matrix 

,een at the irises. \Vllen feeding waveguides are con
nected, the admittances will be transformed. In this sec
Lion we proceed to construct the complete equivalent cir
e uit beginning from Equation (1). Referring to Fig. 2, the 
rart of the circuit to the right of A represents the Y ab 
matriX exactly. The fringe fields are shown by the shunt 
admittances (Ysa and Ysi etc.). The transmission lines to 
the left of B represent the dominant mode of the feed 
waveguides. It is assumed that all higher order modes are 
~ut ofT. The transformer ratios na:1 are the result of pro
iecting the dominant waveguide mode to the slot and will 
be dealt with later. Each of the R-L-C series circuits at 
'he right of tile figure represents one resonant mode. III 
r-ase the resonant frequencies are separated far apart, 
)ne mode could be suffiCient for most cases 01' interest. 

In the following we present an analysis leading to the 
'quivalent circuit. For simplicity of notation and algebra. 
ve shall begin with the case that there is only one feed 
'art. VVe then indicate the straightforward procedure c:' 

,'xtcnding to the case of more than one port. leading t·) 
'11e complete equivalent circuit. 

Referring to Fig. 1, we focus UII ulle waveguid,' 
hrough the slots. We express the transverse electriC fiel' 
,1 terms of a set of ortho-normal modes6 £:.0 f.l' f.2 .... 

vhere ~ mode is the dominant and the only propagatin,; 
node: 

_ ikoz Ikoz 00 (tnZ 
ffit=(Voe + ['Voe )£:.0+ L: Vue f.n (4) 

n=l 

vhere Vo is the amplitude of tile incident wave from 
:=- 00. [' is the refiection coefficient with z = 0 taken al 
he plane of the slot. The corresponding transverse mag
letic field tit is given by 

-zxH=Yv -t 0 

11<;,,7 
Xl 

~ Y" 
n=l 

(,-

,'1here Yo is the characteristic admittance of the dominant 
,"'Ie, wilile Y n are those of the cutoff modes tmd r>ll1'PI\' 

":[,,inary. At z = 0, E!.t. is equal to tilE' jjelcl ill 1111' sl' 
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'ad zero on the wall. The magnetic field lit is also equal 
that in the iris but unknown on the wall. Thus 

OJ 

(l+r)Vo~ + 'B Vn~ V~ on s • 
n 

o on wall.' (6) 
00 

Yo(1- r)Vo~ - 'B YnVn~ = Y V~ on s • (7) 
ll=1 

where Vf is the ~-field in the slot. and Y is the Input 
admittance at the slot. They are defined by eqs. (1). 
(2a)-(2c) with subscripts a.b dropped. We define two 
Inner products of two vectors A and a 

<A.a>s == II A' ads (8) 

and 

<A,a>w= II A·ads (9) 
WG 

crossectlon 

Taking the inner product eq. (9) of both sides of '~q. 
, ,;) with !k, and !:.n we have 

( 10) 

and 

( 11) 

Taking the Inner product eq. (8) of both sides of eq. 
(7) with ~ and rearranging, we have 

Y o( 1- r) <!:.c&o>sVo= 'BYn <~.~>sVn+Y <!:.c.t,?s V 
0=1 

( 12) 

Substituting (10) and (11) into (12) and rearranging, 
we have: 

1- [' 00 <!:.c&n>s <~&n>s Y 
YL=Yo--= 'BYn + (13) 

1+[' n=l <~&>s <~&o>s <!:.c.!:.c>s 

YO-YL 
where Y L comes from ['= , reflection coefficient in 

Yo+YL 
a transm ission line term inated by Y L" Thus, with a 
transformer ratio <~,!:.c>s factored out, (13) shows that 
the load is the parallel of Y with a shunt susceptence (Yn 
imaginary) given by the cutoff modes, the result of fringe 
fields on the waveguide side. As mentioned earlier, (1) 
does not contain the effect of fringe fields on the cavity 
side. If' the iris is small, the fringe fields on its two sides 
should be almost symmetric. Thus. the admittance Y 
consists of a susceptence approximately equal to the first 
term of (13) without <~,!:.c>s in addition to the exprcs-
;nn of (1). representing the cavity side fringe fields. 

To extend the above derivation to more than one 
O't, we first note that: (a) in (4) and (5), the "refiected" 

')1 "left traveling" wave term should include couplings 
rrom other ports; and (b) the magnetic field in the slot 
"llould also contain the effect of other slot voltages. It is 
not difficult to see that one only needs to repeat the above 
l!~' properly taking the m ultiport nature into consideration. 
i.c.: (a) 134, lit, vo' v n' !:.c, ~, and V are column vectors; 
(Il) r Is the square matriX. commonly known as the 
scattering matrix; (c) Y is the square matriX of eq. (1) 
pillS a diagonal matrix Y; for the cavity side fringe field 
slisceptcnces; (d) all inner products are diagonal matrices; 
(p) eq. (13), hence Y L is a square matrix; and (f) if tile 
rC'cd waveguides are not the same for different ports the 
exponential factors e±ikoZ and e"nz in (4) and (5) are diag
onal matrices premultiplying the column vectors Vo and 
\' n' Yo and Y n are also diagonal matrices. The denomina
tors of (13) should be properly replaced with the 
""TPsponding matriX inverses. The equivalent circuit. of 

" 2 is then com plcte where 

( 14) 

<l.ud the transformer ratios 

(15) 

The subscript Is now restored to indicate the quanti1~ 
belongs to port a. 

Discussion 
The circuit of Fig. 2 describes the various interactions 

between the linac load and the rf source system. At 
present we shall limit ourselves only in the issue of 
matching. For simplicity we shall assume that rectangular 
waveguides are used and all ports are identical. All 
undesirable modes are effectively suppressed. Further, 
the slots are reasonably away from the local fields of 
stems and post couplers so that we may use the unper
turbed TMOlO modal field distribution to estimate the 
transformer ratio C a, eq. (2a). Since all ports are identical 
and only one mode is of concern, Fig. 2 can be further 
transformed into a one port where m= number of ports 
originally. 

Consider typically w l =2rrx400xl06
, Q l ranges from a 

few thousand to tens of thousands. The resist.or 
representing the load wlQ ranges from tens of Kn to 
hundreds of Kn. A typical value of the TE lo mocle 
impedance Zo(=l/Yo) is about 500 n. ,Vithout the 
fringen~!'l., 8clmitt.ance Y,+Y; , an overall transformer 
'''lioca/V<'~,!:.c>-s = vwj(Qlmzo) is needed to matcll t' 
wavcg,ulde Lu LlIe cavity. At w/q?1n5 'l t'lrn ratio of 
ahout 15/Jill, is needed. the value of calJ<<.:.. ,So>, can he 
estimated from cqs. (2a), (2b) and \~C), iUII=/I/Cl:llo V 
where V is the volume cavity in M3; Cl: is a constant less 
than unity and approximately 0.1-0.2 resulting from the 
non-uniformity of I-I, distribution with f-L o=4rrx10- 7 • The 
magnitude of Ill,1 would be in the range of a few hUIl
dred. Equation (3) shows that ll1.al~(a'b')-l/2. The sur
face integral (2a) over the slot is therefore proportional to 
v0iJ. On the other hand, <~&o>s is proportional to tIl(' 
ratio of the slot area a!h' to that of the waveguide cro~~ 
section abo The s( nare root V <~,~ >s is therefore also 
proportional to afb'. Thus, tile overall transformer ratio 
c"/v <~'~>s is essentially independent of' the slot 
dimensions and it is usually too large a ratio. This is pre
cisely why the shunt susceptance Ys+Y; becomes impor
tant, and other waveguide tuners are almost alwa.ys 
needed. 

Since Y n is inductive for TE modes and capacitive for 
'I'M modes, it should be possible to obtain a large range or 
susceptences to achieve matching. \Ve further notice tliat 
C a may also be reduced by changing the direction of till' 

slot to that of the lL field. 

For a coax-loop system, an impedance matrix can ill' 
obtainecl as 

sw l
2 

Zrq = 'B ---~-- CpCq 
WI 

s2+_S+W2 
Q, I 

where C p = C!toA!:ii·ii.)P 

I I I f-LoLL'Hldv = 1 
cav!l"y 

( Hi:1) 

(HI1; ) 

and Wi' Q i again are the ith mode resonant frequency alld 
Q-factor with loops open. n is the unit vector to the p181H' 
of loop. A is i~" area., and !:i. is the normalized illl 1l1(1.i,,1 

feld. The equivalellG circllit is sliowl1 in Fig. :3 Wil('I'I' / 
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IS the fringe field impedance dominated by the loop self
inductance. A quantitative analysis will show that it Is 
also very difficult to achieve matching without Zsp and 
othel- nlcallS. 
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